A new method for performing trim optimization of Active Aeroelastic Wing (AAW) technology is presented. The method is based on posing the trim problem as a linear program and solving it with the simplex method. Trim optimization is then integrated with the structural design process in a sequential manner, such that new optimal deflections of the control surfaces are computed for every structural design iteration. The use of the simplex method for trim optimization allowed the elimination of nonphysical constraints that had to be imposed when a gradient-based method was used. This resulted in significantly better objectives for the trim optimization. The sequential AAW design process was demonstrated on a lightweight fighter type aircraft performing symmetric and antisymmetric maneuvers at subsonic and supersonic speeds. The concurrent trim and structural optimization resulted in a significantly lighter structure compared to a structure designed with conventional control technology and to a structure employing AAW technology with fixed control surface deflections.
Introduction
An emerging and promising technology for addressing the problem of adverse aeroelastic deformation, such as control surface reversal, is Active Aeroelastic Wing (AAW) technology. It has recently been a key area of study for both the government and industry 1, 2 and is defined by Pendleton et. al., as "a multidisciplinary, synergistic technology that integrates air vehicle aerodynamics, active controls, and structures together to maximize air vehicle performance" 3 . AAW technology exploits the use of leading and trailing edge control surfaces to aeroelastically shape the wing, with the resulting aerodynamic forces from the flexible wing becoming the primary means for generating control power. With AAW, the control surfaces then act mainly as tabs and not as the primary sources of control power as they do with a conventional control philosophy. As a result, wing flexibility is seen as an advantage rather than a detriment, since the aircraft can be operated beyond reversal speeds and still generate the required control power for maneuvers. Hence, there is potential for significant reductions in structural weight and actuator power. Figure 1 illustrates conceptually the differences between AAW technology and a conventional control approach. The hypothetical example shows the cross section of two wings deforming due to aeroelastic effects. The wing on the left, employing AAW technology, is twisting in a positive way with the use of both leading and trailing edge surfaces, while the conventionally controlled wing on the right, which uses only the trailing edge surface, is twisting in a negative way 4 . This adverse twist due to the deflection of the trailing edge surface is associated with reduced control surface effectiveness and control surface reversal in which the increase in camber due to the deflection of the surface is offset by the negative twist of the wing. Since AAW technology is multidisciplinary in nature, structural design using the technology necessarily requires detailed information about the vehicle structures, aerodynamics, and controls, and in particular, is heavily dependent on control law design, which in turn depends on the flexible structure. As a result, there is a need for an AAW design process in which the structure and control laws are optimized concurrently.
In consideration of AAW technology's use of redundant control surfaces, important constituents of the technology are control surface gear ratios which dictate how one control surface deflects with respect to a single basis surface. Two gear ratio scenarios are illustrated in Figure 2 , in which the deflections of the leading edge inboard (LEI), leading edge outboard (LEO), and trailing edge inboard (TEI) surfaces are American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics linearly dependent on the deflection of the trailing edge outboard surface (TEO). The gear ratios significantly influence the aeroelastic load distribution, which in turn affects structural response. For the purposes of this research the gear ratios constitute the control laws.
Gear Ratios
The AAW design process refers to the concurrent optimization of the structure and the gear ratios. Structural optimization refers to the sizing of structural elements (e.g., skin thickness, spar thickness) to minimum weight subject to stress, aeroelastic constraints, etc. Optimization of the gear ratios, more commonly known as trim optimization, is the process of selecting the gear ratios or control surface deflection angles that trim the aircraft to a prescribed maneuver while minimizing some objective function. The need for trim optimization is due to AAW technology's use of redundant control surfaces, which means that the static aeroelastic trim equations cannot be solved in a closed form manner.
Volk and Ausman 5 added a trim optimization capability to ASTROS 6 , a finite element based structural optimization code. The trim optimization objective was to minimize the overall control surface actuator command signal or in other terms, control energy. The optimization was performed by using a Newton-Raphson method. A latter version of the program incorporated the ability to also limit the control surface hinge moments 7 . Applications of these trim optimization capabilities in ASTROS can be found in References [8] and [9] in which control surface gearing was studied for rolling maneuvers of a fightertype aircraft utilizing AAW technology. Similarly, Miller 10 formulated the trim optimization problem as a minimization of a control surface energy function, subject to bending moments, torsion, hinge moments, roll rate, and roll acceleration constraints. The process employed a gradient-based optimization algorithm. As an evolution of Miller's work, Zillmer 11 posed trim optimization as the minimization of a composite function of stress, induced drag, and buckling load. Trim optimization was performed in the Integrated Structure/Maneuver Design (ISMD) program. Stability derivatives that are necessary for trim balance, and sensitivities of the objectives with respect to the control surface deflections, were obtained from a NASTRAN static aeroelastic analysis.
Zillmer 11, 12 developed an iterative approach to the AAW design process, in which the trim optimization algorithm implemented in ISMD, discussed above, is imbedded in an iterative process with NASTRAN. The maneuver loads due to the optimized deflections from ISMD are transferred to NASTRAN, which then optimizes the structure to minimum weight. NASTRAN then passes stability derivative and sensitivity information of the current structural design to ISMD for another trim optimization. This process repeats itself until the wing weight converges.
Love et al. 13 proposed a generalized trim capability in which any linear combination of component loads (section bending moment, torsion, hinge moments, etc.) or trim parameters could be the objective of the trim optimization problem. In addition, component loads could be considered as constraints. The optimization problem was solved by a modified method of feasible directions algorithm (MMOFD) 14 , which is the optimization algorithm implemented in ASTROS for structural optimization. However, the MMOFD is not the ideal algorithm for solving the trim optimization problem (as will be discussed in more detail in a following section), and this led to the necessity of imposing additional constraints on the problem. The method was implemented in ASTROS so that stability derivatives and sensitivity information were not obtained from an external source. Zink et al. 15 applied the techniques of Reference [13] in a design study of a generic lightweight fighter concept employing AAW technology. Trim optimization was performed for symmetric (pull-up, push-over) and antisymmetric (rolling) maneuvers. The intention was that trim and structural optimization would be repeated iteratively as proposed in Reference [13] . However, only the first step was demonstrated, as trim optimization was performed only once on the starting structural design.
The difficulties with trim optimization in Reference [15] have prompted the authors to explore other means of solving the trim optimization problem. Recognizing that both the symmetric and antisymmetric trim problems are linear, the authors propose that the optimization problem can be posed as a linear program and solved by the simplex method 16, 17, 18 . Then, the optimal control surface deflections, resulting from trim optimization, are converted to gearing ratios and used in a structural optimization within ASTROS. Following the proposed process of Reference [13] , a sequential design process is demonstrated that iterates between trim optimization and structural optimization steps, until the optimal structure with its optimal control surface deflections are obtained. The paper presents a comparison between results of trim optimization American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics performed with the MMOFD and the simplex algorithms. An AAW design study is performed on a lightweight composite fighter aircraft. The optimal structural design obtained by the sequential AAW design process is then compared to the structural design of an AAW whose control law remains fixed over the course of the structural optimization. In addition, comparison is made to a conventionally controlled wing, indicating some of the weight benefits associated with the use of AAW technology.
Methodology Static Aeroelastic Equation
The basic equation for the static aeroelastic analysis of a free aircraft by the finite element method in discrete coordinates is 20 : 
Substitution of {u} from equation (1) into Equation (2) yields the trim equation 20 :
where [L] is the resultant aeroelastic mass, and [R] is the resultant aeroelastic trim forces. In the case where the number of free trim parameters {δ} is equal to the number of rigid body modes {ü r }, Equation (3) has a closed form solution. However, if multiple control surfaces (i.e., redundant surfaces) are desired to trim the aircraft, then the closed form solution no longer exists. The trim solution must then be formulated as an optimization problem (i.e., trim optimization) to determine the combination of control surface deflections that trim the aircraft and minimize an objective of interest to the structural designer.
Trim Optimization by MMOFD
Trim optimization by the MMOFD is performed for both symmetric and antisymmetric maneuvers. For the symmetric maneuvers, the trim optimization problem is posed as a minimization of root bending moment (RBM), where the wing control surfaces are used to tailor the load distribution and provide load relief at the wing root, thus ultimately reducing wing weight.
The symmetric trim optimization problem 15 is formally stated as: 
Satisfaction of Trim Equations (Lift and Pitching Moment Balance
where HT is the horizontal tail, α is the angle of attack, δ i are the control surface deflections, a z is the vertical acceleration, m is the aircraft mass, n cs is the number of control surfaces, and L const and M const refer to the lift and moment terms that are not dependent on control surface deflection and angle of attack. The lift and moment derivatives of Equations (6) and (7) are the dimensional flexible stability derivatives, estimated from the trim equation (Equation 3) .
Similarly, the flexible component load derivatives (5%0δ, +0δ) are estimated by multiplying the applied loads (both inertial and aeroelastic) due to a unit deflection of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics trim parameter, by an appropriate matrix that represents the moment arm from each grid point to the section about which the moment is being calculated.
For the antisymmetric maneuvers, trim optimization is formulated as a minimization of the total hinge moments, subject to the surface travel limits, hinge moment constraints, and trim balance requirements, as given formally by:
Minimize: ΗΜ LEI + ΗΜ LEO + ΗΜ TEI + ΗΜ TEO Subject to: Control Surface Travel Limits -30º < δ LEI < 5º, -30º < δ LEO < 5º, -30º < δ TEI < 30º, -30º < δ TEO < 30º Hinge Moment Constraints 
where £ is rolling moment, and p is the user-specified roll rate. The minimization of hinge moments turned out to be difficult, as initially the optimizer would drive the hinge moments to large negative values, which were as bad as large positive values 15 . This is due to the fact that positive (downward) deflection of the trailing edge surfaces produces negative hinge moment. In order to prevent this, for the subsonic rolling maneuver, ΗΜ TEI and ΗΜ TEO were constrained to be negative, and multiplied by negative one in the objective. For the supersonic rolling maneuver, the trailing edge hinge moments were constrained to be positive, since the trailing edge surfaces were found to be reversing. These difficulties prompted the authors to explore more suitable methods for solving the trim optimization. The next section poses the trim optimization as a linear program to be solved by the simplex method.
Trim Optimization by the Simplex Method
The simplex method 18 is a non-gradient-based algorithm designed for the solution of linear programs. A linear program is an optimization problem whose objective and constraints (inequality and/or equality) are linear functions of the design variables. One of the features of the simplex method is that convergence to the optimal solution is typically very consistent, meaning that regardless of the starting point, the algorithm will converge to the same solution.
The symmetric trim optimization problem, as formulated in the previous section, is already cast in the form of a linear program. The antisymmetric problem, as it is posed, is also a linear program. However, to overcome the difficulties of the MMOFD algorithm driving the hinge moments to large negative values, the antisymmetric trim problem is cast as a minimization of the absolute value of each hinge moment term. The objective function then becomes: 
Control Surface Travel Limits Hinge Moment Constraints Satisfaction of Trim Equation
As a result of the constraints in Equations (10) and (11), there are eight more constraints (two for each control surface) in the trim optimization problem, in addition to the original constraints that remain unchanged for the new formulation. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Sequential AAW Design
The sequential AAW design process is performed by iterating between trim optimization, by the simplex method in Matlab 21 , and structural optimization by ASTROS, as presented in Figure 3 . For each structural optimization iteration, the control surface deflections for the current structural design are optimized. Then, these new control surface deflections are converted to gear ratios (eliminating the redundancies of Equation 3 ) and passed to the structural optimizer, which then proceeds to take another step. After the structural optimization step, the aeroelastic equations for the new structural design are assembled, and the appropriate stability derivatives, trim objective and constraint coefficients (needed in Equations 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ) are calculated in ASTROS and then output to trim optimization. This process repeats itself until the structural optimization objective, wing weight, is converged. 
Structural and Aerodynamic Models
The structural model of the aircraft used both in this research and in Reference [15] is shown in Figure 4 . It is an ASTROS preliminary design finite element model of a lightweight composite fighter aircraft with 4 wing control surfaces (2 trailing edge, 2 leading edge) and a horizontal tail 22, 23 . It corresponds to a wing with an aspect ratio of 3.0, a total planform area of 330 ft 2 , a taper ratio of 20.0%, a leading edge sweep of 38.7°, and a thickness ratio of 3%. The skins of the wing are made up of 4 composite orientations, 0°, + 45°, and 90° plies, where the thickness of the -45° and +45° orientations are constrained to be equal. The composite wing skin plies are designed (tailored) in thickness, via ASTROS optimization routines, to meet specified maneuver and strength requirements.
Figure 4 -Structural Model of Generic Fighter
The aerodynamic model is shown in Figure 5 . It is a flat panel Carmichael 24 model containing 143 vertical panels and 255 horizontal panels. It also contains paneling for the four wing control surfaces and horizontal tail to coincide with the control surfaces on the structural model.
Carmichael aerodynamic influence coefficients are produced for two Mach numbers, 0.95 and 1.2, for both symmetric and antisymmetric conditions 25 .
Figure 5-Aerodynamic Model of Generic Fighter
The design variables for structural optimization are the layer thickness of the composite skins. The number of design variables is 78 due to physical linking of the skin elements.
Internal structure and carry-thru structure remain fixed. Table 1 shows the maneuver conditions and strength constraints to which the structure is designed. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics [15] . Maneuver 2 is omitted from the comparison as trim optimization by the MMOFD for this maneuver was not performed in Reference [15] . Table 2 shows a comparison of the final results of the two methods for the subsonic rolling maneuver. For trim optimization by the MMOFD the leading edge surfaces were fixed to zero, and the hinge moments for each of the leading edge surfaces were not considered in the objective. As a result, to compare the MMOFD and the simplex method fairly, trim optimization by the simplex method was first posed to reflect the formulation of the MMOFD. The results of this are in the second column, with the simplex method results matching closely the results of the MMOFD. Trim optimization by the simplex method was then performed without the restriction on the leading edge surfaces and hinge moments. The results of this optimization are shown in the third column of Table 2 , showing that the removal of these restrictions results in a significantly lower total hinge moment. Table 3 shows a comparison of the MMOFD and the simplex method for the solution of the supersonic antisymmetric trim problem. In the case of the MMOFD, the trailing edge hinge moments were constrained to be positive, and once again, in the interest of fairness, an optimization by the simplex method was performed to reflect the formulation of the MMOFD. Both methods produce comparable results, with the simplex converging to a slightly lower total hinge moment. However, without the restriction on the trailing edge hinge moments being positive, the simplex method uses more of the TEO surface, resulting in a significantly lower objective (Column 3). The results of the trim optimization for the subsonic, symmetric maneuver are shown in Table 4 . A comparison of the two methods shows good agreement in the final converged solution, with the simplex converging to a slightly lower RBM. In addition, the final solution by the simplex method results in a much 'tighter' constraint value for HM LEI , where it fell precisely on its upper limit. This a beneficial characteristic of the simplex method where the optimal solution must lie on a constraint vertex. However, with gradient-based methods, such as the MMOFD, the solution depends heavily on optimization American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics parameters such as move limits and starting point. In complex problems, there is then no guarantee that the global optimum is reached. Overall, the simplex method proved to be better suited for the trim optimization problem as it has been formulated. The simplex solutions, when posed to reflect the MMOFD formulations, converged to slightly better solutions, and were more precise in their satisfaction of the constraints. However, the benefits of the simplex method become even more dramatic when the restrictions of the MMOFD are removed, as is evident in the antisymmetric maneuvers.
Sequential AAW Design Process
The sequential AAW design process, as proposed in Figure 3 , was implemented for the ASTROS optimization model discussed earlier. In addition, three other structural optimizations were performed as a basis of comparison to the sequential process. The first of these, identified as AAW Optimization 1, is an ASTROS structural optimization with the optimal control surface deflections for the starting structural design converted to gear ratios that relate the deflection of the dependent control surfaces to the independent (i.e., basis) surfaces. Over the course of the structural optimization these gear ratios remain fixed, and the deflections of the independent surfaces are constrained so that none of the surfaces exceed their allowable travel limits. The independent surfaces and dependent surfaces for each maneuver are given in Table 5 . The second comparison case, identified as AAW Optimization 2, is a structural optimization where the dependent surfaces are set to their optimized deflections for the starting structural design and remain fixed over the course of the structural optimization. The independent surfaces remain free during the optimization, deflecting to achieve the prescribed maneuver requirements. For example, for Maneuver 1, the deflections of the LEI, LEO, TEI, and TEO surfaces remain fixed at their initial optimal values, and the deflection of the horizontal tail and angle of attack remain free to trim the aircraft to a vertical acceleration of 9 g's and zero pitching moment.
The final comparison case is structural optimization for a conventionally controlled aircraft, which would be reflective of how current fighter aircraft are controlled. In this case, only the horizontal tail is used to trim the aircraft for the symmetric maneuvers.
For the supersonic antisymmetric maneuver, a blending of the inboard trailing edge surface and horizontal tail (similar to the F-16) is used to achieve the required roll rate, and for the subsonic antisymmetric maneuver, the outboard trailing edge is used. In addition, control surface effectiveness constraints are added to the structural optimization for the antisymmetric maneuvers, as is typically done for modern fighter aircraft that require high roll rates or fast time-to-bank.
The final optimized weights for the sequential AAW design process and the three comparison cases are shown in Table 6 . By examination of the weights alone, one observes the benefit that is achieved by performing trim optimization for each iteration of the structural optimization. AAW Optimization 1 employs AAW technology, but since all of the dependent surfaces are geared to the independent surfaces, the independent surfaces have very little "freedom" with which to trim the aircraft. As a result, additional stiffness is added to make the independent surfaces more effective, resulting in an even higher weight than a configuration employing conventional control technology. AAW Optimization 2 results in a lower weight solution simply because the independent surfaces are not "attached" to the dependent surfaces and thus have far more freedom with which to trim the aircraft. However, the weight is not nearly as low as the sequential process, again emphasizing the need to optimize the control surface deflections for each structural design (i.e., at each optimization iteration). Tables 7, 8 , 9, and 10 show the control surface deflections and trim optimization objective for the final structural iteration of each of the four optimization cases. Table 7 contains the final data for the subsonic, pull-up maneuver, where one clearly sees the benefit of using the wing control surfaces to relieve RBM. For all three AAW cases, the outboard control surfaces deflect to their largest negative allowable, which for the leading edge surface is nose-down and for the trailing edge surface is tail-up.
This has the effect of decreasing the effective angle of attack on the outboard section of the wing, shifting aerodynamic load further inboard, and hence reducing RBM. The three AAW optimization cases result in a 25% reduction in RBM over the conventional control approach. Moreover, in the AAW cases the horizontal tail deflects much less than in the conventional control case. This leads to less tail loading which would contribute to the reduction of structural weight if the tail structure was included in the structural optimization. Figure 6 is a history of the subsonic, pull-up maneuver control surface deflections after each structural optimization step of the sequential AAW design process, giving an indication of how the control law evolves as the structural design changes. The dashed line on each plot corresponds to the final deflections for AAW Optimization 2. It is seen that the gear ratios significantly change as the structure is Table 8 presents the final trim data for the supersonic, push-over maneuver. Here, once again, one observes the dramatic reduction in the magnitude of RBM for the AAW approaches over a conventional approach. In this case, the leading edge surfaces deflect to their largest positive allowables, which is exactly the opposite trend of Maneuver 1. This is due to the fact that Maneuver 2 is a push-over maneuver, hence RBM is naturally negative, and the goal of trim optimization is to increase RBM. This is achieved by maximal upward deflection of the leading edge surfaces. Although, the trailing edge surfaces deflect to rather large values, their ineffectiveness at supersonic speeds results in them having little effect on the RBM, and thus they are used primarily to meet the hinge moment constraints. Table 9 presents the final data for the supersonic, rolling maneuver. The significantly lower value of total hinge moment for the sequential process shows the benefit of performing trim optimization after every iteration, as opposed to letting the gear ratios (AAW Optimization 1) or control surface deflections (AAW Optimization 2) remain fixed over the course of the structural optimization. Examination of the final control surface deflections for each of the three AAW optimization cases reveals that as the structure gets lighter, the trailing edge surfaces are used less and less to achieve the required roll rate. This is made apparent by the lower deflection of the trailing edge surfaces for the sequential approach compared to the other AAW optimization cases. In AAW Optimization 1 and 2 the TEO surface is used rather extensively, as these cases correspond to the optimal control laws for the starting structural design, but as is evident by the higher total hinge moment, they are not optimal for the final structural design.
This point is also reinforced in Figure 7 which is a plot of the control surface deflections for each iteration of the sequential AAW design process. The dashed line on each plot refers to the final control surface deflection of AAW Optimization 2. One sees that after the first iteration, usage of the outboard trailing edge surface drops off dramatically. This is due to the fact that from Iteration 1 to Iteration 2 the outboard trailing edge control surface begins to reverse, and hence the trim optimization de-emphasizes this surface in favor of the leading edge surfaces.
However, both AAW Optimization 1 and 2 are forced to use this surface as they employ the starting optimal control law, and as a result, pay a rather significant penalty in hinge moment because of its heavy use.
Finally, Table 10 contains the final trim data for the subsonic rolling maneuver.
In contrast to the supersonic rolling maneuver, the TEO surface is used rather heavily. This is due to the fact that at the subsonic Mach number, this surface is still effective. Although the total hinge moment by the sequential process is higher than either of the other two AAW optimization cases, the structure is much lighter and more flexible. Thus, the loads acting on this structure produce higher hinge moments.
Also, note the significant reduction in total hinge moment when the leading edge surfaces are employed as seen by comparing the AAW cases to the conventional control design.
Conclusion Trim optimization for Active Aeroelastic Wing technology has been performed using the simplex method and compared against previous trim optimization results that were generated using a gradient-based modified method of feasible directions. The results of this comparison revealed that the simplex method converged to comparable or better solutions and was better suited for the type of trim optimization problems being solved, whose constraints and objectives were linear functions of the design variables. Trim optimization by the simplex method was then integrated into the sequential AAW design process, in which structural optimization and trim optimization are repeated in an iterative fashion. Comparison of final results of the sequential process with a conventional control case demonstrated significant weight savings with the use of AAW technology. In addition, the study showed the benefit of optimizing the control law after each structural iteration by comparing the sequential process to AAW designs based on fixed control laws. 
